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NO GREXIT – FOR NOW

Greece and the eurozone stepped back
from the brink as a result of a momentous
political and diplomatic effort. Following a
sudden decision by the Greek government
to call a referendum on the new bailout
deal, negotiations resumed and a new deal has been passed by the
Greek parliament. This greatly reduced the probability of a
Grexit and introduced breathing space into the fiscal
consolidation process, leading to restored confidence. However,
economic growth in Greece is anticipated to be slower to
respond as credit controls remain in place and extra austerity will
hit demand. After a deterioration in economic conditions in the
first half of the year, mainly due to political uncertainty, GDP
growth is likely to remain subdued in H2 and rebound in 2016.

MARKET OUTLOOK
GDP:

Marginal contraction in 2015 and a rebound in
2016.

Inflation:

Weak demand and lower oil prices will ensure
deflationary pressures until H2 2016.

Interest rate:

Stable; ECB’s QE is expected to be extended.

Employment:

Further gradual improvements expected.

ECONOMIC SUMMARY
ECONOMIC INDICATORS*
GDP growth

2012
-6.6

2013
-4.0

Consumer spending

-7.9

-2.2

Industrial production

-2.0

-3.2

Investment
Unemployment rate (%)

IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW DEAL

The new agreement between Greece and its international
creditors involves two key stands that are essential to its success.
Namely, it is built on real reforms being introduced and on a
reduction in the size of Greece’s crippling debt burden. The
bailout is intended to cover Greece’s borrowing needs for the
next 3 years and so allows time for confidence to be restored
and reforms to start working. A risk of a default further down
the line cannot be ruled out as the country may still fail the new
bailout conditions given that GDP is falling again. At the same
time however, Greece’s competitive position has been enhanced
by falling prices and long-term potential should be improved by
the investment and reforms now planned.

Inflation

OUTLOOK

Short term prospects for Greece are downbeat as recent deep
political uncertainty has had a ripple effect on the entire
economy. The adoption of the new bailout deal following a
process full of dramatic turns will boost business and consumer
confidence but the real economy will continue to be hit by capital
controls - which are unlikely to be lifted in the short term – as
well as fresh fiscal austerity measures. Consumer spending is
expected to grow marginally this year on the back of falling
unemployment, negative inflation and resulting positive real wage
growth. However, capital controls are likely to lead to another
decline in household spending in 2016. Recent uncertainty is likely
to have held Greek firms back from spending and hiring new staff
in Q2 but a rebound is now likely, albeit again restricted by
capital controls. With the new bailout deal based on a 3-year
perspective, the risk of a Grexit in the short term receded
significantly. Inability to deliver on reforms and a return to the
‘old normal’ – whereby plans are diluted or ignored – leading to a
default in the longer term remains the main risk to growth.
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ECONOMIC & POLITICAL BREAKDOWN
Population

11.0 million (2014)

GDP

US$ 237.5 billion (2014)

Public sector balance

-3.5% of GDP (2014)

Public sector debt

177.1% of GDP (2014)

Current account balance

0.5% of GDP (2014)

Parliament

Syriza and Independent Greeks

President

Prokopis Pavlopoulos

Prime Minister

Alexis Tsipras

Election dates

February 2019 (Parliamentary)
March 2019 (Presidential)
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OVERVIEW

Activity in the Greek office market was
subdued in Q2, with occupiers, developers
and investors putting plans on hold until
the political and economic outlook
becomes clearer. The government has
agreed a fresh bailout agreement with its international creditors
but significant downside risks remain and this is weighing heavily
on business confidence and investment.

MARKET OUTLOOK
Prime Rents:

Expected to fall across all markets due to
waning demand.

Prime Yields:

Yields are forecast to rise as any active
investors demand higher risk premiums.

Supply:

Stable overall, with limited development
activity anticipated over the medium term.

Demand:

Demand expected to remain weak until there
is more economic and political certainty.

PRIME OFFICE RENTS – JUNE 2015

INVESTMENT FOCUS

The commercial property investment market has also stagnated,
with international investors showing little or no appetite for the
market and still looking to offload assets and exit the market.
Greek REIC’s and opportunity funds from the US, Europe and
Middle East are showing some interest, but demand remains
highly selective and very few deals are being completed. The
availability of debt financing has dried up and this will continue to
have an impact on demand and activity levels going forward.
Prime yields held firm in Q2, but are under pressure to rise
across all markets.
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PRIME OFFICE YIELDS – JUNE 2015
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(FIGURES ARE GROSS, %)
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With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property.
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Occupier demand and activity levels stagnated in Q2, with very
few leasing deals being completed. Kifisias Avenue in Athens is
seeing some interest, but many occupiers have decided to park
expansion plans for now until the outlook for the economy
becomes more certain. Prime supply levels have stabilised as
weaker demand and the lack of new developments balance each
other out. There is no pipeline of new or refurbished projects in
most markets and this is not expected to change over the short
to medium term, with most developers unwilling to commit to
new construction. Development finance is also very difficult to
secure and this will weigh heavily on development activity going
forward. The weakness in the market has yet to be reflected in
lower prime rental values, which have remained unchanged at
€19.00/sq.m/month since the beginning of 2014 - almost 60% off
their ten year high – but this is expected to change in H2 2015.
Landlords are having to work very hard to attract new tenants
and to keep existing tenants, with generous incentives being
offered, while some are repositioning properties to meet the
need of occupiers.

Yields

OCCUPIER FOCUS

Jun-15

Rental Growth - Prime

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

OUTLOOK

The outlook for the Greek economy is highly uncertain and there
is still a high possibility that Greece may leave the eurozone. This
will limit real estate activity in the short term, with this being
reflected in lower rental and capital values for office assets.
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OVERVIEW

There was limited activity in the retail
property market in Q2 as occupiers,
developers and investors adopted a “wait
and see” approach, while the government
looked to secure a fresh bailout agreement
with its international creditors. The political uncertainty has also
weighed heavily on consumer confidence and spending, with the
retail trade turnover index falling 3.3% year-on-year in April,
according to the Greek Statistical Service.

MARKET OUTLOOK
Prime Rents:

Stable in prime locations but secondary rents
remaining under downward pressure.

Prime Yields:

Investors demanding higher risk premiums may
lead to a softening in yields.

Supply:

Stable, with limited new supply in the pipeline
over the medium term.

Demand:

Weakening across occupational and
investment markets.

PRIME RETAIL RENTS – JUNE 2015
HIGH STREET SHOPS

OCCUPIER FOCUS

Independent food and drink operators are the main source of
occupational activity, with most of the demand focused on
smaller prime high street units and dominant shopping centres in
Athens. There is some patchy demand for modern out-of-town
retail space in locations such as Thessaloniki and Larissa, but
demand is virtually non-existent in many secondary locations.
Prime supply levels has been relatively stable in recent quarters,
although the availability of small/medium sized high street units in
core locations is declining. The shopping centre development
pipeline has also been hit hard by the economic and political
uncertainty, with limited new supply expected over the medium
term. Prime rents were stable across all retail segments in Q2,
but rents are falling and vacancy is rising in secondary areas.

INVESTMENT FOCUS

The retail investment market has stagnated. Despite the high
yields on offer, international investors are showing little or no
appetite for the market, while many local investors are looking
for opportunities abroad, where risk adjusted returns are more
attractive. Some Greek REIC’s and opportunity funds are active,
although demand is highly selective and very few deals are being
completed, mainly due the large divergence in price expectations
between buyers and sellers. Prime yields were unchanged at
7.00% for high streets, 8.30% for shopping centres and 8.50% for
retail warehouses over the quarter.
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PRIME RETAIL YIELDS – JUNE 2015
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With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property.
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OUTLOOK

Notwithstanding the recent bailout agreement with its EU
creditors, the outlook for Greece’s retail sector and wider
economy remains fragile. The strict austerity measures imposed
as part of the agreement will weigh heavily on confidence and
activity and the risk of Greece leaving the eurozone is still a
strong possibility. Consequently, occupier and investor activity is
expected to be muted, at least until the outlook becomes clearer.
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Source: Cushman & Wakefield
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OVERVIEW

The prolonged uncertainty surrounding the
outcome of the bailout talks between the
Greek government and the Eurogroup
weighed heavily on the industrial market in
Q2. Occupier and investor activity has
come to standstill in many markets, while leading economic
indicators for the industrial market showed that the
manufacturing PMI fell to 46.9 in June, down from 48.9 in March.

MARKET OUTLOOK
Prime Rents:

Prime rents are forecast to fall in H2 2015, as
activity falters further.

Prime Yields:

Rising across all markets, as investors demand
lower prices to compensate for higher risk.

Supply:

Stable. Limited development activity offset by
poor take-up in most markets.

Demand:

Relocations will drive occupier demand, but
investment demand forecast to weaken.

PRIME INDUSTRIAL RENTS – JUNE 2015

OCCUPIER FOCUS

Like all other property sectors in Greece, the industrial sector is
suffering with a loss of occupier confidence, with many
manufacturing and logistics operators deciding to put expansion
plans on hold until the headwinds facing the economy dissipate.
Any leasing activity is being driven by relocations or
renegotiations as some firms pursue cost optimisation strategies
to take advantage of the weak market fundamentals. They are
doing this by either moving to more modern, cost efficient space
or by renegotiating existing leases to secure more favourable
terms.

LOGISTICS LOCATIONS

€
SQ.M/MTH
4.00

Supply has stabilised in most markets, with any rise attributed to
the release of space by current occupiers. There is little or no
speculative development in the market and very few pre-let
development schemes under construction. While developers are
clearly very cautious, the availability of development financing has
largely dried up, with lenders unwilling to make funds available
given the fragility of the occupational market. Prime rents were
unchanged in Q2 but are expected to fall over the coming
quarters.

RECENT PERFORMANCE
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With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property.
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The investment market is muted, with activity mainly driven by
domestic investors. The tone of the market is one of caution
however, and deal negotiations and due diligence are increasingly
prolonged. There is some appetite for owner-occupier deals,
especially from logistics operators looking to secure suitable
space that meet their size and configuration requirements. There
is also some interest in sale and leaseback opportunities as firms
look at different options to access capital. Prime yields were
unchanged in Q2, but are under pressure to rise across all
industrial segments.
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PRIME INDUSTRIAL YIELDS – JUNE 2015

Yield - Prime

INVESTMENT FOCUS
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Source: Cushman & Wakefield

OUTLOOK

Relocations are expected to be the main driver of occupier
activity over the medium term, with most expansion plans on
hold. International investors are not expected to return to the
market until the political and economic outlook improves and
volumes are forecast to remain subdued.
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OUR RESEARCH SERVICES

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO ACCESS...

The Research Group provide strategic market analysis to support
our clients in decision making and project execution. Consultancy
is undertaken on a local and international basis, providing indepth advice and market appraisals incorporating real estate,
business and wider macro influences. Typical projects include:

...Global Research Reports

● reliable and comparable data and market intelligence
● site specific, location analysis, ranking and targeting for

occupation or investment

To learn more about the global trends in the industrial, office and
retail sectors that are shaping economic development, business
practices and real estate strategies.

...Local Market Reports
To find out about local real estate trends in the office, industrial
and retail sectors in markets around the world.

...Business Briefings

● analysis of future development activity and existing

supply/competition

For authoritative and insightful commentary and analysis on the
business landscape for commercial property markets.

● market research and demand analysis by retail/industry sector

...Economic Reports

● rental analysis, forecasts & investment and portfolio strategy

To keep you updated on global economic events and emerging
trends that will influence finance, investment, business and real
estate markets.

...The Cushman & Wakefield global real estate blog
To hear our point of view on global market trends and how they
are impacting on real estate decision making.

Gain access to all of Cushman & Wakefield's publications globally
by visiting the Research section of our website:
www.cushmanwakefield.com/research
or follow us on Twitter: @cushwakeinsight

For further information about research or
the report, please contact:
Nicky Simbouras
Managing Partner
Proprius
Athens, GR
+30 210 7480852
nicky.simbouras@proprius.gr
Istvan Toth
Senior Research Analyst
EMEA Central Research and Consultancy
Budapest, HU
+36 1 484 1302
istvan.toth@eur.cushwake.com

Cushman & Wakefield is known the world-over as an industry knowledge leader. Through the delivery of timely, accurate,
high-quality research reports on the leading trends, markets around the world and business issues of the day, we aim to
assist our clients in making property decisions that meet their objectives and enhance their competitive position.
In addition to producing regular reports such as global rankings and local quarterly updates available on a regular basis,
Cushman & Wakefield also provides customized studies to meet specific information needs of owners, occupiers and
investors.
Cushman & Wakefield advises and represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment. Founded in 1917,
it has 259 offices in 60 countries, employing more than 16,000 professionals. It offers a complete range of services to its
occupier and investor clients for all property types, including leasing, sales and acquisitions, equity, debt and structured
finance, corporate finance and investment banking, appraisal, consulting, corporate services, and property, facilities, project
and risk management. To learn more, click HERE.
A recognized leader in local and global real estate research, the firm publishes its market information and studies online at:
www.cushmanwakefield.com/research
This report was written and produced by Cushman & Wakefield with data and market intelligence contributed by Proprius,
the Alliance Partner of Cushman & Wakefield in Greece and has been prepared solely for information purposes. It does not
purport to be a complete description of the markets or developments contained in this material. The information on which
this report is based we believe to be reliable, but we have not independently verified such information and we do not
guarantee that the information is accurate or complete.
©2015 Cushman & Wakefield, Inc. All rights reserved.
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